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PROTECH Honored with 2018 ‘ASTORS’ Homeland Security Award
Company recognized for Groundbreaking fence detection solution
New York City, ISC East — PROTECH (Protection Technologies, Inc.) today announced it is the recipient of a 2018
‘ASTORS’ Homeland Security Award from American Security Today for its G-Fence 3000, fence-mounted intrusion
detection solution.
The Annual ‘ASTORS’ Awards is a prestigious program highlighting the most cutting-edge and forward-thinking
security solutions on the market today.
The program honors government and vendor solutions that deliver enhanced value, benefit and intelligence to
end users in a variety of government, homeland security and public safety vertical markets.
“As the nation continues to respond to escalating threats from home and abroad, the innovative solutions being
implemented to meet those threats, has led to tremendous growth in the field of Homeland Security,” said Michael
Madsen, cofounder and publisher of American Security.
‘ASTORS’ nominations are evaluated on their technical innovation, interoperability, specific impact within the
category, overall impact to the industry, relatability to other industry technologies, and application feasibility
outside of the industry, ” according to Tammy Waitt, co-founder and editorial director of American Security Today.
PROTECH was selected for its Made or Assembled in the USA intrusion detection technologies that give end-users
advance warning of threats as well as peace of mind in the overall protection of their perimeters.
G-Fence 3000 differs from other fence-mounted solutions because of its accelerometer-based technology whereby
intrusion detection information is captured through the sensor versus the cable (as in microphonic or fiber
technologies).
“Many end users are switching to Protech’s G-Fence because of its near zero false alarm rates, quick and simple
deployment and overall cost effectiveness,” said Larry Thomas, COO, Protech. He added that installation is easy
requiring no special tools or finite placement of the cable on the fence. Protech is the only manufacturer in the market
offering accelerometer based fence detection coupled with solar powered technology.
PROTECH is a leading US-based manufacturer of perimeter intrusion detection technologies designed to secure
high profile critical infrastructure sites and high-value assets. The company offers fence-detection technologies, long
range active infrared beams (Solaris was a 2017 Astor Award winner), dual technology sensors and video analytics
for motion detection and tracking. Over the past 40 years, PROTECH has established itself as a specialist in
perimeter intrusion detection and is a key player in theNorth American physical security market.
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“We are honored to be recognized for our leading edge technology achievements in American Security Today’s
distinguished 2018 ‘ASTORS’ Awards Program for advances in our fence detection systems.
“This award is a clear indication that G-Fence 3000 helps enable security leaders to protect people, places and
assets , » said Mr. Thomas.
For more information: www.protechusa.com or cmchugh@protechusa.com.
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